Product Summary

Carry and display up to 140 of your essential oils with this elegant, hard-sided case! Young Living's exclusive Premium Display Case makes an ideal transportation and display tool to help build your essential oil business and is also a convenient storage case for quick and easy access to your oils.

This four-paneled case unfolds so that every label can face forward from each molded foam basin, attractively displaying your collection.*

Why We Love It

This case makes it easier than ever to share a wide variety of your essential oils. When folded and zipped up, our Premium Display Case becomes an over-the-shoulder bag and frees up your hands.

- Holds 140 essential oil bottles (124 5-ml bottles, including 6 spaces for 5-ml bottles with child-resistant caps, 13 15-ml bottles, and 3 10-ml roll-on bottles).*
- Unzip and unfold to use as a standing, full-functioning display case.
- Hard-sided exterior case protects your collection from bumps.
- Custom-shaped foam bottle recesses hold the bottles snugly in place.
- Compartment inserts further protect the bottles from breakage.
- Waterproof zipper keeps the elements out and spills contained to your case.
- Soft shoulder strap makes carrying easier than ever.

Suggested Use

- Safely store up to 140 oils at home or on the road.
- Simplify your business building and presentations with its two-in-one capabilities of carrying and displaying.

Directions

- When transporting essential oils, always place the compartment inserts on the outside panels before closing the case to protect the bottles from dislodging and breaking.
- When using as a display case, carefully lay the case on its back and unzip. Unfold each panel and remove the compartment inserts, ensuring that all the oil bottles are secure before standing the case up in the display position.
- If oil spills on the exterior hard case, wash immediately with a soft cloth dipped in warm, soapy water.
- If oil spills on the foam bottle inserts, immediately wipe with a clean, soft cloth and blot to soak up as much spilled oil as possible.

You’ll Also Love

- Vitassage™ Essential Oil Dispensing Massager
- Essential Oil Sampler Bottles
- AromaGlide™ Roller Fitments
- Easy-Fill Pipettes
- Glass Oil Droppers
- Essential Oil Sample Packets 5-Pack
- Young Living Product Guide

Fun Facts

- The Premium Display Case is available exclusively through Young Living.

*Oils not included.